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WEDNESDAY 19 OCTOBER

13:00 REGISTRATION
14:00 WELCOME | LIVE 2+3
14:15 OPENING ADDRESS | LIVE 2+3
Martin Ruhs | Free movement and the European welfare states

15:00 BREAK

15:30–16:45 SESSION A | LIVE 6
Sharaf Rehman | What can go wrong when we need workers and you need jobs?
Jean-Michel Lafleur | Transnational social protection: what role for sending societies in expatriates’ health?

15:30–16:45 SESSION B | LIVE 8
Lydia Lamberty | Explaining Baltic Migration After EU Accession: Determinants and Consequences
Paola Proietti | The spatiality of hosting centres for asylum seekers and refugees in Italy: An interregional and intra-urban analysis

16:45–17:30 SESSION A | LIVE 6
Sara Kalm | Migration Controls in Nascent Welfare States, 1830–1914
Marcus Drometer | Migration and elections

16:45–17:30 SESSION B | LIVE 8
Björn Östbring | The Swedish Welfare State and The Refugee Crisis. On realism and the priority of order
Kristian Stålnæ | Values as Complex Adaptive Systems - An Analysis of the Swedish Response to the Migration Crisis from a Value Systems perspective

18:00 RECEPTION WITH FINGER FOOD | THE BALCONY, 3rd FLOOR
THURSDAY 20 OCTOBER

09:00–10:15 SESSION A | LIVE 6
Karl McShane | Getting used to diversity? Immigration and Trust in Sweden
Martin Ljunge | Persistent Labor Supply Influences: Ancestral Trust Predicts Labor Supply, Occupational Status, Unemployment, and Retirement

09:00–10:15 SESSION B | LIVE 8
Joakim Ruist | Immigration, refugee immigration and public finances
Petra de Jong | Differences in Received Welfare Income within European countries and Life Course Characteristics of Migrants

10:30–11:45 SESSION A | LIVE 6
Rajesh C. Shukla | Migration and the Rawlsian Citizenship
Ilpo Kauppinen | Trust towards Institutions among European Immigrants

10:30–11:45 SESSION B | LIVE 8
Joakim Ruist | Immigration, refugee immigration and public finances
Petra de Jong | Differences in Received Welfare Income within European countries and Life Course Characteristics of Migrants

12:00 LUNCH

13:00 INVITED PLENARY SPEAKER | LIVE 2+3
Ruben Andersson | The political economy of victimhood: A view from Europe’s borders

14:40 BREAK

15:00–16:15 SESSION A | LIVE 6
Bojan Perovic | Islamophobia and Media Representation of Refugees in Serbia
Astghik Mavisakalyan | Forced migration and preferences for redistribution in developing countries: The role of behavioural factors

15:00–16:15 SESSION B - IN SWEDISH | LIVE 8
Agneta Kruse | Invandrarna och pensionssystemet
Tommy Löwen | Asylinvandringens ekonomiska effekter på pensionssystemet
Håkan Svärdman | Varning för låg pension - en rapport om utrikesföddas pensioner

16:30–17:45 SESSION A | LIVE 6
Keith Banting | Just visiting? The Politics of Social Protection in a Mobile World
Paul Van Aerschot | Immigrants’ Right to Social Assistance in Finland and Sweden

16:30–17:45 SESSION B | LIVE 8
Panu Poutvaara | Preferences for Redistribution among Emigrants from a Welfare State
Kelly Ragan | Uncertainty aversion predicts preferences for redistribution

18:00 CONFERENCE DINNER | THE RESTAURANT, 2ND FLOOR

FRIDAY 21 OCTOBER

09:00–10:15 SESSION A | LIVE 6
Joakim Kulin | Immigration or Welfare? The Progressive’s Dilemma Revisited
Clara Sandelind | How many are too many? Refugee protection in a non-ideal world

09:00–10:15 SESSION B | LIVE 8
Irina Mirkina | Pushed by Poverty or by Institutions? Determinants of Global Migration Flows
Léa Marchal | A Micro-funded Theory of Multilateral Resistance to Migration Flows

11:00 INVITED PLENARY SPEAKER | LIVE 2+3
Francesco D’Amuri | Migration and jobs in Europe

12:00 FINAL WORDS | LIVE 2+3

12:30 LUNCH